
Vanity Exclusive Consulting: Pioneering  Business and
Personal Transformation  Founded by Simina Farcasiu,
a vision-  ary entrepreneur and a beacon of in-  spiration
in the world of business and  personal consulting, Vanity

Exclusive  Consulting  stands  at  the  forefront  of
shaping the corporate landscape  across Europe and
beyond. With its  roots deeply planted in Bucharest,  

Romania, the firm has carved out a  distinguished niche
in the realm of  business profile consulting, becoming  a

driving force behind organizational  expansion and
elevation.

Our Philosophy
At Vanity Exclusive Consulting, we be-  lieve in the
power of transformation.  Our mission is clear: to

catalyze  growth and success within the spe-  cialized
domains of beauty, fashion,  wellness, cosmetics, and

not only. Un-  der the stewardship of Simina Farca-  siu,
we have become synonymous with  success, guiding

over 150 companies  so far across more than 20
countries  to unparalleled heights.

Our Approach
Our methodology is rooted in authen-  ticity,

collaboration, and empathy. We  recognize that the
modern market is  interconnected and requires a global  
mindset. Thus, our World-Class Coach-  ing method is
designed to transcend  borders and industries, offering
lead-  ers worldwide the highest level of guid-  ance and

support. With a repertoire of  20 diverse coaching
modules, our pro-  grams are tailored to equip you with  
practical skills and insights, enabling  you to embrace
leadership that reso-  nates with your unique identity.

Your Journey with us
Vanity  Exclusive  Consulting  is  more

than just a consultancy and coaching  company; we
are your partner in per-  sonal and professional

growth. Our  one-to-one  coaching  sessions  offer  
a reflective space for your develop-  ment, while our

workshops and key-  notes provide you with the
tools to ig-  nite change. We put the human at the  
center of our process, believing that  transforming
individuals is the key to  transforming companies.

Our Legacy
The impact of Vanity Exclusive Con-  sulting is

indelible. From revitalizing  business models across
the European  and Overseas landscape to

nurturing  the leadership potential within each  
individual, our founder Simina Farca-  siu has left
an unmistakable mark on  the consultancy realm.
Speaking seven  foreign languages, Simina has
been a  transformational catalyst, weaving to-  
gether success stories that span con-  tinents.

Join us
We invite you to join us on this trans-  formative
journey. Unlock your inner  potential, achieve
remarkable growth,  and become an authentic

leader in  your field. With Vanity Exclusive Con-  
sulting by your side, discover the pow-  er of

collaboration and make empa-  thy your guiding
force. Together, let’s  unlock the door to personal

excellence  and leverage it for your company’s  
success.

Vanity Exclusive Consulting is not just  a coaching
company; it’s a movement  towards unlocking your
true potential  and propelling your organization to  

unprecedented success. Welcome to  your
transformative journey.


